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Abstract

This article presents a practical research project aimed at developing a method for automatically
generating smart contracts from business models. The project has as a context the logistics in-
dustry and uses Hyperledger Fabric as the blockchain (BC) platform. The main contributions are
a mapping from DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations) language to
Hyperledger Chaincode using GO language, as well as an evolution of DEMO’s Action Model
Grammar, that enable specification of elements necessary for automatic SC generation. The
proposed approach extends the DEMO methodology so that it includes an SC concern, enabling
the generation of reusable action rule specifications and other elements necessary for SC genera-
tion. Our research contributes to combining the strengths of the DEMO methodology and smart
contracts. The design and implementation considerations of this approach are discussed in de-
tail, and the results can be applied in future business cases requiring enterprise interoperability
supported by distributed ledger technology.
Keywords: Enterprise engineering, DEMO Action Model, Blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric,
Smart Contracts, Logistics industry

1. Introduction
The emergence of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) has paved the way for revolutionary
solutions like blockchain, which not only provide a distributed and decentralized database but
also ensure synchronization and consensus among all parties involved[1]. The beauty of BC
technology lies in its ability to provide an immutable ledger for decentralized transactions. Not
only is it ideal for financial services like digital assets, remittance and online payment, but it
has also found applications in diverse fields such as smart contracts, public services, Internet
of Things (IoT), reputation systems, and security services. By leveraging the decentralized na-
ture of blockchain, businesses can enjoy unparalleled reliability and honesty, while the tamper-
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proof security of transactions ensures airtight protection against fraudulent activities. Further-
more, the automation of smart contracts is seamlessly enabled by the distributed nature of BC
technology[2].

A smart contract (SC) is an autonomous and self-executing program that operates on top
of a BC network. It is designed to enforce the terms and conditions of an agreement between
parties without the need for intermediaries or centralized authorities. The terms of the contract
are pre-coded and transparently recorded on the blockchain, ensuring that they are automatically
and immutably executed. This is particularly beneficial for parties who may lack an established
level of trust in their relationship, as the SC eliminates the need for intermediaries to enforce the
agreement, providing a secure and efficient means of executing complex business processes [3].

Smart contracts based on BC technology have the potential to revolutionize logistics man-
agement by providing a secure, efficient, and transparent system for tracking goods and trans-
actions, ultimately leading to improved supply chain management [4].

Hyperledger Fabric is an open-source BC platform that overcomes the limitations of tra-
ditional permissioned blockchains. It is used in more than 400 prototypes, proofs-of-concept,
and production distributed ledger systems, across different industries and use cases. Fabric in-
troduces a new BC architecture aiming at resiliency, flexibility, scalability, and confidentiality
[5].

In Enterprise Engineering (EE), recent progress involves integrating DEMO (Design and En-
gineering Methodology for Organizations) models with proof-of-concept SC implementations.
This emphasizes synergizing Construction and Action Models of DEMO with BC technology
for secure notarization and transaction execution. [6, 7].

By leveraging the benefits of BC technology, such as immutability and transparency, while
simultaneously utilizing the modelling and analysis capabilities of the DEMO methodology, this
approach can lead to more efficient and effective execution of business processes. In particu-
lar, this development has significant implications for the design and implementation of smart
contract-enabled systems in enterprise-level applications, as it enhances interoperability and
scalability [8].

Despite recent advancements in the integration of the DEMO methodology with SC imple-
mentations, current research suggests that the generation of smart contracts from DEMO models
(as well as models from other modelling languages) still heavily relies on manual coding. This
situation limits the potential of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) in the implementation
of DEMO-based information systems, as it makes the process of contract production a primarily
manual endeavor [9, 10].

Although there have been notable advancements in the integration of the DEMO methodol-
ogy with SC implementations, there is still a significant need to evolve the DEMO specification
language. The goal is to enable the automatic generation of DEMO-based smart contracts with
minimal manual coding, or even eliminate the need for manual coding altogether. This evo-
lution would further enhance the potential of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) in the
implementation of DEMO-based information systems by significantly reducing the human ef-
fort and potential for error in contract production.

Recent studies [11, 12] have illustrated that DEMO extensions have the potential to capture
the essence of an organization, even if they are not semantically equivalent to DEMOv4.5 [13].

It appears that these extensions have the potential to offer a comprehensive perspective that
not only enables integration with BC technology, but also facilitates communication by aligning
with the language of business practitioners. Based on this premise, the research question ad-
dressed in this paper is as follows: Can we evolve DEMO’s Action Model Grammar to enable
fully automatic smart contract generation?
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2. Literature Review
In today’s fast-paced global economy, companies in the logistics and manufacturing industries
face the challenge of meeting increasing demand for greater transparency in their supply chains.
Customers and regulators alike demand a full understanding of where products come from, how
they are made, and how they are transported from one point to another. This requires compre-
hensive tracking solutions that enable traceability from start to finish. Centralized tracking so-
lutions have been the traditional approach to supply chain transparency, but they may not be the
most efficient or effective. Decentralized concepts for tracking goods and transport containers
offer a more reliable, secure, and transparent approach. Decentralization increases data security,
reduces data errors, and eliminates single points of failure in the tracking process.Implementing
decentralized tracking solutions can be challenging for IT teams, requiring comprehensive tech-
nical solutions to ensure secure data access across multiple locations. Despite this, the benefits
of decentralized tracking solutions outweigh the drawbacks. Companies that implement them
can provide real-time information to customers, reduce counterfeiting and fraud risks, and en-
sure regulatory compliance[14].

Public blockchains involve a native cryptocurrency and often use consensus based on “proof
of work” (PoW) and economic incentives. Permissioned blockchains run a BC among a set of
known, identified participants, providing a way to secure the interactions among a group of
entities that have a common goal but do not fully trust each other.

Fabric is the first BC system to support the execution of distributed applications written in
standard programming languages, in a way that allows them to be executed consistently across
many nodes. The architecture of Fabric follows a novel execute-order-validate paradigm for
distributed execution of untrusted code in an untrusted environment. It separates the transaction
flow into three steps: executing a transaction and checking its correctness, ordering through a
consensus protocol, and transaction validation per application-specific trust assumptions [5].

Creating smart contracts can be a complicated and time-consuming process, requiring a
deep understanding of programming languages and BC frameworks. In response, Choudhury et
al. (2018) proposed a method that leverages domain-specific ontologies and semantic rules to
automate the translation of constraints from legal agreements or protocols to smart contracts.

This innovative method uses parsing and abstract syntax tree manipulation techniques to
generate smart contracts automatically based on specific requirements, facilitating the transla-
tion of constraints from legal agreements or protocols and enabling reproducibility. The effec-
tiveness of the approach was demonstrated through two use cases: clinical trial protocols and
car rental criteria.

The proposed method has the potential to be extended to other programming languages
and BC frameworks, making it an attractive option for businesses and individuals seeking to
streamline the SC creation process. By automating SC creation, the process becomes more
efficient and accessible, creating new opportunities for businesses and individuals to benefit
from smart contracts [9].

Aparicio et al. [6] proposes a novel method to use ontological models for supporting the ac-
curate implementation of Smart Contracts in the BC of an organization. The authors showcase
the feasibility of this method using the Rent-A-Car case study. The paper also explores the cor-
relation between BC Smart Contracts and DEMO Action Model and how to generate the latter
from the former. The main contribution of the paper is the automatic extraction of knowledge
from the DEMO Action Model for producing Smart Contracts in Blockchain. This approach
leverages the ontological modelling done for the correct implementation of Smart Contracts,
resulting in increased efficiency and consistency. The authors demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach by using a real-world case study.

In a newer publication, Aparicio et al. [7] reinforce the idea of use of BC technology is
explored as a means of coordinating inter-organizational processes involving untrusted parties.
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Specifically, the paper proposes the use of smart contracts to implement DEMO Action Mod-
els and discusses how model-driven engineering can be used to automatically generate these
contracts. The paper also highlights the potential benefits of using ontology-based modelling
methods to aid in the formal specification, inference, and verification of smart contracts. The
authors note that the proposed mapping between Solidity Concepts and DEMO Action Model
concepts can be seen as a way to implement DEMO Action Models, but optimization was not
addressed in this work and is left for future research. The Rent-A-Car Use Case is used to
verify the research, but the authors suggest that further validation is needed through testing the
mapping proposed in a larger sample of Action Models. Overall, the paper’s findings suggest
that modelling methods based on ontology can lead to better data standards, business practices,
and processes for developing and operating a blockchain. This is particularly relevant in the
context of smart contracts, which are pieces of software that represent a business arrangement
and execute themselves automatically under predetermined circumstances. The authors argue
that ontology-based BC modelling can enhance interpretability, which could lead to a new level
of security for BC systems.

Tong et al. (2022) [15] have proposed a novel idea for the automatic generation of smart
contracts. They propose a framework called AI-assisted SC Generation (AIASCG), which al-
lows contracting parties in heterogeneous contexts and different languages to collaborate and
negotiate the contract clauses. This proposal provides a universal representation of contracts
through machine natural language (MNL) as the common understanding of the contract obliga-
tions. The authors propose an AI-based automatic word segmentation technique called Sepa-
ration Inference (SpIn) to automatically split the sentence. SpIn serves as the core component
in AIASCG, accurately recommending the intermediate MNL outputs from a natural language
sentence and tremendously reducing the manual effort in contract generation.

3. Proposed approach

3.1. Description of the case study in logistics

Micro-hubs are strategic logistics centers that promote collaboration among express and freight
forwarders, improving service quality and geographic coverage while minimizing infrastructure
investments. Trust is a key challenge in data exchange, but with the right technology, a more
efficient and sustainable logistics industry can be built.

This paper discusses the LOGHL (LOGistics HyperLedger project – fictitious name for
blind review purposes) project, an innovative micro-hubs initiative aimed at addressing trust and
collaboration challenges in the logistics industry using blockchain (BC) technology. LOGHL
aims to overcome barriers to entry for new participants in collaborative micro-hubs by imple-
menting a reliable digital solution. The proposed solution utilizes smart contracts to record all
micro-hub transactions in a verifiable, permanent, and transparent manner. By doing so, all
stakeholders, including express couriers, producers, end consumers, and recycling centres, can
access accurate and reliable information about the transactions, fostering trust and enabling col-
laboration towards common objectives. Additionally, LOGHL incorporates a circular economy
component to promote sustainable practices.

Overall, the LOGHL project represents an exciting and innovative approach to addressing
some of the biggest challenges facing the logistics industry today. By leveraging cutting-edge
technology like BC and smart contracts, LOGHL has the potential to transform the way logis-
tics operators work together and create a more sustainable and efficient industry for everyone
involved.

In a recent study by Tallyn et al. [16], they examined the use of smart-contracts to coordi-
nate four different urban delivery scenarios (Person-to-Person, Hub-to-Person, Person-to-Hub,
and Hub-to-Hub) with logistics professionals utilizing their existing work practices. The study
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highlights the balance between automation and the need for social connections to maintain trust
between couriers and recipients in the last-mile delivery process, especially when hubs and
lock-boxes are introduced. The study demonstrates the potential advantages of smart contracts
in enhancing the delivery process, while recognizing the significance of social connections for
building trust between couriers and recipients.

Kim and Laskowsky et al. [17] were inspired by the blockchain-design used in the TOVE
traceability ontology and created smart contracts aimed at tracking physical resources and their
origin across international supply chains. The execution of these contracts takes into account
the ontological traceability constraints that are enforced on the distributed ledger. Kim and
Laskowsky’s work demonstrates how smart contracts can be designed to facilitate the tracing
of physical resources and their provenance across complex supply chains, while taking into
account ontological traceability constraints.

While there has been some exciting work exploring the potential applications of BC in
collaborative micro-hubs, the current literature falls short in providing practical solutions that
respond to the unique logistics needs of circular economy processes. To truly realize the full
potential of this innovative approach, we need a viable and scalable platform that can generate
and execute smart contracts between all the different players involved in a collaborative micro-
hub network.

3.2. Overview of the DEMO’s Action Model used for SC generation

Information system implementation aims to improve organizational performance, but success
depends on factors such as system capabilities and organizational characteristics. DEMO uti-
lizes the PSI theory of Enterprise Ontology to examine an organization’s essence and creates
interconnected models and diagrams for an accurate representation of reality [18]. We propose
a new approach to SC development from DEMO models, making it less error-prone and more
efficient. With a recent proposal of DEMO’s action rule specification (ARS) language, it is
possible to provide a more robust and formal specification of logical and mathematical expres-
sions, as well as flow control of business rules [18]. This level of precision is crucial for smart
contracts, where even the slightest error could result in costly consequences.

Moreover, our approach caters to a wider audience by allowing the specification of rules
in a visual programming language. This not only makes it easier for non-technically savvy
collaborators to participate in the process, but also enhances the overall effectiveness of the
development cycle. By leveraging this powerful combination of formal language and visual
programming, We’re confident that our proof of concept is a solid start to develop blockchain
smart contracts and has the potential to significantly boost any smart contract project in the
future.

The new ARS language offers a unique advantage by supporting constructs and rules with
references to features such as smart contracts, documents, and templates. This, in turn, has a
significant impact on the essential models built on top of the AM, bringing their implementation
closer to a real-world enterprise information system (EIS). The integration of these key features
allows for a more robust and versatile system that can cater to the needs of a diverse range of
businesses. The ARS language appears to be a promising option for those seeking to develop
efficient and dependable enterprise information systems.

3.3. From DEMO Action Rule Models to SC in GO

In this section, we will discuss the process of transitioning from DEMO Action Rule Models
to Hyperledger Chaincode Go. As the details of the implementation involve a considerable
amount of code, we have created a public Google Drive link [19] where you can find all the
relevant code. This allows the reader to analyse the implementation in detail.
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Essential Methods for our Framework

To streamline the transpiling of DEMO language to Chaincode implemented in GO language,
several default methods have been developed. These methods will be integral to all smart con-
tracts automatically generated by our framework presented in this paper.

CreateCompositeKey
The first method creates a composite key for a specific entity in the context of a transaction

in a smart contract. The composite key is created by concatenating a string that represents the
entity and a list of strings that represent the entity’s identifiers. The composite key is a way to
efficiently index, and search records stored in the ledger of a blockchain. When the composite
key is created, the BC indexing system stores the key in an index table. This allows queries for
specific entities and associated identifiers to be executed more quickly, as the data is already
indexed and can be accessed quickly by the system. The utility of this method is to provide
a convenient and efficient way to create composite keys in smart contracts and facilitate the
indexing of records on the blockchain. This optimizes access to stored data, allowing for better
performance and scalability of BC applications.

UpsertEntityRecord
The purpose of the "UpsertEntityRecord" method is to insert or update an entity record in

a distributed ledger, which is managed by the BC platform on which the contract is being exe-
cuted. This method is useful for decentralized applications that need to store data in a distributed
ledger and ensure that the data is immutable and secure. By using a SC to manage access to the
ledger, it is possible to ensure the integrity and validity of the data, as well as the security of the
transactions.

EntityRecordExists
The method "EntityRecordExists" is a function defined in an SC that checks if a record with

the specified key exists in the world state of the blockchain. This function can be useful in
various BC applications, as it allows verifying if a record with a specific key already exists in
the world state of the BC before attempting to create a new record with the same key. This helps
to avoid conflicts and ensure the integrity of data stored on the blockchain.

CreateEntityIterator
The "CreateEntityIterator" method is a function that is part of a SC and is designed to create

an iterator for retrieving data of a specific entity type stored on the blockchain. In the context
of an auction, for example, this method can be used to retrieve all bids made for a particular
auction (identified by its ID) on the blockchain. The auction ID would be passed as a parameter
to the function, which would return an iterator with all the corresponding bids.

StartTransaction & CloseTransaction
The "StartTransaction" function is used to initiate a transaction and generate a unique ID for

it using the GetTxID method of the stub (a data handling object provided by the ContractAPI).
The purpose of this function is to provide a starting point for the execution of the smart contract’s
business logic. It also helps track the transaction and identify the exact moment it started. The
"CloseTransaction" function is used to finalize the transaction. If an error occurs during the
execution of the transaction, the function receives a boolean value err equal to true and performs
a rollback of the transaction, If there are no errors, the function emits a "tx.commit" event to
indicate that the transaction was successful. The purpose of this function is to ensure that the
transaction is executed safely and consistently, and that the state of the SC is updated correctly.
It also helps notify other stakeholders about the result of the transaction and maintain a record
of successful and failed transactions.
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Automated SC Generation using DEMO’s Action Model: Our Approach

To address the research question that aims to validate if a specification of the DEMO language,
based on an expansion of it, is capable of generating Hyperledger Smart Contracts, the focus
was on three simple transactions in the LOGHL project: T01 – “Parcel Delivery Add Parcel”,
T02 – “Parcel Delivery Auction Start” and T03 – “Parcel Delivery Bid”

The T01, T02, and T03 transactions serve specific functions in a delivery platform. The GO
code and DEMO language specifications for each transaction were generated, and the next step
was to use reverse engineering to map the languages from one to the other.

Reverse engineering involves analyzing a system to determine its components and their
relationships to extract useful information. By analyzing the GO code and DEMO language
specifications, it may be possible to identify common elements and patterns that can be used
to map from one language to the other. This can provide valuable insights into how the two
languages relate to each other and can help refine the process of generating smart contracts from
DEMO specifications.

Overall, reverse engineering can be a useful tool for understanding and mapping between
different languages and systems, especially when relationships between components are not
immediately apparent.

DEMO to Hyperledger GO Chaincode Transpiling Method

To create a smart contract that generates a ledger entry, the first step is to extract relevant infor-
mation from the DEMO specification. This involves identifying all the entities that will be part
of the smart contract based on the Entity specification in DEMO language, and converting them
into Go structs.

Fig. 1. General Fact Modal

To store assets in a struct on the ledger, it is necessary to translate the DEMO Fact Model
to Chaincode in Go. This can be achieved through straightforward mapping, with some adjust-
ments as necessary.

We can use the Fact Model shown in Fig. 1 to demonstrate how this mapping is done. By
examining the model, we can quickly understand how it can be translated into Go code for use
in our smart contract,

Listing 1. Creating Go structs based on Fact Model

type EntityA struct {
ID int ‘json:"id"‘
DATE_TIME_FIELD time.Time ‘json:"date_time_field"‘
TEXT_FIELD string ‘json:"text_field"‘
FLOAT_FIELD float32 ‘json:"float_field"‘

}
type EntityA_HAS_ENTITYB struct {
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ENTITY_A_ID int ‘json:"entity_A_id"‘
ENTITY_B_ID int ‘json:"entity_B_id"‘

}

Once the entities are identified, the next step is to map all the actions specified in the DEMO
specification to the corresponding Chaincode. This mapping enables implementation of a pro-
cess for transpiling between DEMO and Chaincode, enabling the generation of correct smart
contracts.

The SC method name is derived from the pattern used on Action Rules in the Grammar.
We will start with a specific example and then generalize it to present our proposal of a general
method.

In Fig. 2, the first block shows the "WHEN transaction_type IS | HAS_BEEN transac-
tion_state action" DEMO specification for an Action Rule, which is flagged for SC generation.
When the Chaincode is generated, this rule is translated to:

Listing 2. DEMO Action Rule "WHEN" to Chaincode Go

func (s *SmartContract) transaction_type(ctx
contractapi.TransactionContextInterface)(bool, error) {
// Smart Contract Code

}

The primary goal of this part of our proposal is to facilitate interaction with the BC ledger.
To achieve this goal, the "user input single entity type" action is implemented. The "User in-
put single entity type" is a block that specifies that, in the context of a system’s execution, the
user is requested, through a form, to manually fill in a set of data. As it involves human in-
put, several validations are necessary to avoid inconsistencies or incorrect data in the BC. The
specification for this Action Rule is ACTION "user input single entity type" SCOPE Entity enti-
tyName PROPERTY(IES) PROPERTY. The corresponding Chaincode for this will generate the
following code:

Listing 3. Converting user input single entity type to Chaincode in Go using DEMO Action Rule

func (s *SmartContract) transaction_type(ctx
contractapi.TransactionContextInterface, entity
models.entityName)(bool, error) {
entityKey, err := s.CreateCompositeKey(ctx, EntityName,

[]string{fmt.Sprint(entity.ID)})
if err != nil {

return false, err
}

if err := validateentityName(&entity); err != nil {
return false, err

}
_, err = s.UpsertEntityRecord(ctx, entityKey, entity)
if err != nil {

return false, err
}

return true, nil
}

The function "validateentityName" shown on the previous code, is created based on property
validation condition on DEMO Action Rule specification, as you can see, on the example, but
first we need to specify how "IF condition THEN action [ ELSE action ]" grammar is translated
to Chaincode.

The "validateentityName" function shown in the previous code is created based on the prop-
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erty validation condition specified in the DEMO Action Rule specification. As you can see
from the example, this function is called based on the condition specified in the IF-THEN-ELSE
grammar.

Before discussing the function further, it’s important to specify how the "IF condition THEN
action [ELSE action]" grammar can be translated to Chaincode.

Listing 4. Converting "IF condition THEN action ELSE action" DEMO Action Rule Grammar to
Chaincode Go

if(condition){
// Perform Action inside THEN

} else{
// Perform Action inside ELSE

}

With this understanding, we can now better interpret the validation condition of a property.
The condition is interpreted as an "IF condition THEN action [ELSE action]" grammar. How-
ever, it can be simplified further. If the condition evaluates to true, then the validation criteria
doesn’t match, and an error message is generated based on the property name and condition.

For example, if we have a property of type "int", it must be greater than ’0’. Therefore, if
the condition is not met, an error message will be generated.

Listing 5. Creating validation method to user input

func validatetransaction_type(entity *models.EntityName) error {
var errorMessages []string
if !(entity.propertyName > 0) {

errorMessages =
append(errorMessages, fmt.Sprintf("%s most be bigger than

%d ", entity.propertyName, 0))
}
// Validate all properties of the entity
(...)
if len(errorMessages) > 0 {
return errors.New(strings.Join(errorMessages, "\n"))

}
return nil

}

We are considering an extension to our grammar that allows custom error messages to be
generate.This will enable us to provide more informative error messages to users, at this stage
error messages are generated based on property name and condition defined on DEMO specifi-
cation.

Having a solid foundation for creating and validating assets on the ledger we can now dive
in more complex transaction types: sometimes a method needs to add more than one asset on
the ledger, in these cases, we need to be sure that either all transaction actions occur or the
changes made are rolled back for the previous state. In order to achieve this kind of behaviour,
when a single action rule has more than one Action of type "user input single entity type" then
a transaction-based approach is used, the Chaincode can maintain the integrity of the ledger
by either committing all changes made within the transaction or rolling them back if an error
occurs. This ensures that the data stored on the ledger is accurate and complete, and can be
trusted by all parties involved in the system.

In cases where complex logic is required, such as finding a specific record on the ledger
by iterating over a group of assets, the DEMO Action Rule specification uses the "FOREACH
EntityType entity set action" construct. This represents a modification that needs to be made to
our grammar.
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Previously, when using DEMO to generate smart contracts, there was no need to identify the
Entity Type that is being iterated. However, with the introduction of the "FOREACH" construct,
this becomes necessary. This modification allows us to handle more complex logic within our
smart contract generation process. General creation of this kind of loop is represented next.

Listing 6. DEMO "FOREACH" implementation using Chaincode

for _, entity := range entitySlice {
// CODE HERE

}

A practical application of these rules can be seen on a public Google Drive link [19]. Here,
you can find examples that illustrate the conversion process between DEMO specifications and
Hyperledger GO Chaincode. This provides a concrete demonstration of how the rules can be
used to generate functional smart contracts from DEMO specifications.

Fig. 2. Action Rule Demo example

4. Results and Discussion
The results of this research demonstrate that it is possible to automatically generate Smart Con-
tracts for Hyperledger Fabric using DEMO Action Rule Models, which has several advantages,
including the reduction of time and resources required to create complex contracts, and the
ability to automate data validation, error management, and interaction between data on the
blockchain.

Three basic transactions (create parcel, create auction, place bid) were developed in Smart
Contracts using Go, and through reverse engineering, it was possible to confirm that automatic
SC generation is feasible. Several cases of automatic generation were validated, including data
validation, relationship between data, iterations between new transactions and data present in
the blockchain, BC searches, and error management. The results suggest that this approach can
be an efficient way to develop Smart Contracts, reducing the time and resources needed to create
complex contracts.

However, the use of DEMO may also present some limitations in the expressiveness of
the DEMO language, which may restrict the ability to create smart contracts with more ad-
vanced logic. This leads to the creation of new components of the DEMO language to solve
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specific problems related to the blockchain. By making these changes, the proof of concept can
evolve into a more comprehensive solution, allowing for the development of smart contracts
with greater complexity and versatility in the blockchain environment.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The results of this research are highly promising and indicate that the use of DEMO Action Rule
Models for the automatic generation of Smart Contracts can significantly reduce the time and
resources required to develop complex contracts. This approach will also facilitate the creation
of more efficient and secure contracts by automating data validation, error management, and
interaction between data on the blockchain.

Furthermore, the potential applications of this approach are vast, as it can be extended to
other business areas as long as there is an appropriate DEMO model to represent the business
process. This can lead to significant advancements in the development of smart contracts and
the wider adoption of BC technology.

For future research directions, an interesting area to explore would be the inclusion of more
advanced functionalities in automatically generated contracts, thus simulating an entire logistics
business covering all its needs. Regarding the possibility of extending DEMO contracts to other
business areas, this approach may be suitable for other domains as long as there is an appropriate
DEMO model to represent the business process. However, the use of DEMO to address specific
topics may need to be supplemented with new grammatical rules, and the best approach for
creating smart contracts should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Overall, these results
represent a significant contribution to the field of SC development, especially in the context of
BC and Hyperledger Fabric.

In terms of future work, a low-code platform based on DEMO currently being developed
[20][21] will implement a component that transpiles DEMO models into GO code, generating
the necessary code for blockchain implementation. This will also allow for the definition of the
participating entities architecture, as well as the automatic generation of code that implements
the necessary APIs.

Overall, the use of DEMO Action Rule Models could represent a game-changing develop-
ment in the field of SC development, particularly in the context of BC and Hyperledger Fabric.
The benefits of this approach are clear, and future research should continue to explore ways to
extend the functionalities of automatically generated contracts and evaluate the best approach
for creating smart contracts on a case-by-case basis.
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